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Coming soon on the 





Prototype



1hr 43mins

to make a game



“Hey I’ll prepare things to make a platformer
game.

You make an awesome idea for it.”



“Within 3 minutes.”



How can we make a weird 
platformer game?



JUMP



Weird jumping



screen
size



Then what about this?





Play test



Good Feedback

Bad Feedback



Good Feedback
Bad Feedback



#1 We’re not perfect.



#2 Maximizing good points is

Minimizing bad points. 



● Make a tiny game.

● Make puzzle objects with common ways.

● Don’t place any block objects in the top and bottom 
position. 

● Place as many breaking blocks as we can.

● Don’t try to make a hard game.

● Every spike should exist just to threaten the player, not to kill 
them.

Game design check list
to make every build fun



• Make a tiny game.

The game should end before
our game mechanics isn’t fresh anymore.



• Make puzzle objects with common ways.

Our game mechanics is weird already. 



• Don’t place any block objects
in the top and bottom position. 

Our game is cooler
when the player jumps through the screen.



• Place as many breaking blocks as we can.

Our game’s breaking sound is awesome!



• Don’t try to make a hard game.

The word ‘weird’ also means ‘complicated’.



• Every spike should exist to threaten the player, not to kill the

The word ‘weird’ also means ‘complicated’.



And the magic has come!



Can’t touch the bottom of a platform



We can touch the bottom of a platform!

1

2

3

touch!





We don’t have artist.
Does it matter for making game? NO!



But yeah, we should cover it with awesome audio.



Porting to Wii U



GameMaker to Unity3D



Wii U has 2 screens.
We should connect them!



But hey, is it poplular?
Wouldn't be too frustrated?



on TV

on Gamepad



Someone loves our game.
Also someone hates our game.



it’s another copycat of VVVVVV or Geometry 
Dash!



SHUT
UP
IT’S

DIFFERENT



You are not special.

So if you loves your game,
others would also love your game.



Thank you
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